
1.      Which restrictions do fans face when they want to get their material (scarves, flags, etc.) into   
          the stadiums? Are home fans and away fans treated differently? If so, in what way?

 

2.      Are stadium bans imposed in your country and/or do you have a state-run central register of 
         “potentially dangerous fans”?

·         Which “offence” can lead to a stadium ban?

·         What does a stadium ban mean (duration, regional boundaries)?

·         What incidents would add your name to this central register?

·         Which consequences could such a registration have for an individual?

 

3.      Give us three typical examples of police conduct towards fans (e.g. police escort at away 
         games).

 

4.      Do the organised fans (e.g. ultras) form a network with fans of other clubs and how does that 
         work? Which functions and objectives do their alliances have? 

 

5.      What measures do you take against restrictions, bans and repression, as individuals, regionally
         or even nationwide (e.g. banners)? How do your clubs support your claims and your work?

 

6.      Is the usage of pyrotechnic articles/flare legal or tolerated in your country? If so, on what   
         terms? If not, what kinds of sanctions are there? 

 

7.      Do you have standing areas? If so, in what proportion are the numbers of standing spaces to t
         the number of seats? Is the inclusion of an appropriate number of standing spaces taken into 
         account with new stadia? 

 

8.      How soon in advance your match days are usually definitely scheduled? Are short-dated 
         amendments/delays to match day fixtures still possible after that? What does the splitting of   
         match days look like (e.g. 2 x Fri 6 pm, 3 x …)? Who is responsible for the match day fixtur  
         in your opinion (TV, clubs, police)?

 

 9.      Who “owns” the clubs? (membership-based, listed on the stock exchange, sponsorship, 
          patron, etc.) And what does this mean for decisions concerning the clubs? (How influential 
          are supporters, members, sponsors, owner…) 

 

10.     Are there any examples in your country where football lost against commercialization? 
          (Changing of colours, emblems, name of the stadium or of the club…)


